Your Face?

Why Stop at

Patient Story

As a lifeguard, Regan was
exposed to sun regularly
and even though she used
sunscreen her arms and
legs showed signs of sun
damage. She spoke to her
physician who recommended
the Forever Body BBL™
treatment. The treatment
on her arms was fast and
pain free. She’s so happy
with her results that she’s
looking forward to
treating her legs.

Before

Improving visible
signs of aging...
anywhere on
the body...
in just minutes!
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After
1 month post 1 treatment | courtesy of Patrick Bitter Jr., MD

Improve visible signs of
aging on your chest, arms
shoulders, legs and more!

BEAUTIFUL
SKIN

From Head to Toe

91%

Patients Satisfied*

The Fastest
Way to Treat
the Visible
Signs of Aging
on the Body.
The Forever Body BBL™
treatment is a no-downtime,
comfortable procedure
that eliminates the visible
signs of aging, such as
age spots, sun spots,
redness or dull-looking
skin. Improving skin’s
appearance anywhere on
the body.

*ref: https://www.realpatientratings.com/Forever-Young-BBLLaser-Treatment

Who says great looking skin
stops at your face?
Now your body can look

JUST AS RADIANT!

Improvement

how I did it, and I simply say... BBL!
— Regan E., patient

Stamping
or Striping

1 Treatment

1 month post 1 treatment | courtesy of Patrick Bitter Jr., MD

4x

Treatments
Suggested

that my skin reflects my youthful
attitude. AND my friends all ask me

Eliminates

Seen in Just

1-3

“I can finally wear a sun dress without
feeling embarrassed. I am so happy

*

Faster
Treatments
2 months post 1 treatment | courtesy of Jason Pozner, MD

Full body treatment in
SPF
minutes. NO downtime.
Comfortable treatment,
SPF
well tolerated without
anesthetic cream

SPF

SIMPLE post care,
stay out of the sun
RESULTS seen in
2-4 Weeks

**ref: https://practicaldermatology.com/news/survey-most-women-think-their-hands-make-them-look-old
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